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Abstract—Most recent learning-based single-image superresolution methods first interpolate the low-resolution (LR) input,
from which overlapped LR features are then extracted to reconstruct their high-resolution (HR) counterparts and the final HR
image. However, most of them neglect to take advantage of the
intermediate recovered HR image to enhance image quality further. We conduct principal component analysis (PCA) to reduce
LR feature dimension. Then we find that the number of principal
components after conducting PCA in the LR feature space from
the reconstructed images is larger than that from the interpolated
images by using bicubic interpolation. Based on this observation,
we present an unsophisticated yet effective framework named collaborative representation cascade (CRC) that learns multilayer
mapping models between LR and HR feature pairs. In particular,
we extract the features from the intermediate recovered image
to upscale and enhance LR input progressively. In the learning
phase, for each cascade layer, we use the intermediate recovered
results and their original HR counterparts to learn single-layer
mapping model. Then, we use this single-layer mapping model to
super-resolve the original LR inputs. And the intermediate HR
outputs are regarded as training inputs for the next cascade layer,
until we obtain multilayer mapping models. In the reconstruction
phase, we extract multiple sets of LR features from the LR image
and intermediate recovered. Then, in each cascade layer, mapping model is utilized to pursue HR image. Our experiments on
several commonly used image SR testing datasets show that our
proposed CRC method achieves state-of-the-art image SR results,
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and CRC can also be served as a general image enhancement
framework.
Index Terms—Collaborative representation cascade (CRC),
feature space, principal component analysis (PCA), superresolution.

I. I NTRODUCTION
INGLE-image super-resolution (SISR) plays a fundamental role in computer vision applications and tries to generates a visually pleasing high-resolution (HR) result from its
degraded low-resolution (LR) measurement. Because, for any
LR input, there exists a multitude of solutions [1], [2], image
SR becomes to be an ill-posed procedure. In order to mitigate
and tackle this inverse problem, researchers have proposed
plenty of image SR algorithms. Among most of those SR algorithms, strong prior information is always used to constrain
the image SR solution space. We can obtain such prior information by training from internal or external LR–HR image
pairs, supposing a certain distribution for image feature space,
and utilizing several regularization terms [3], [4]. As a result,
plenty of image SR algorithms have been proposed and can be
roughly classified into three categories: 1) interpolation-based
methods [5]–[7]; 2) reconstruction-based methods [8]–[11];
and 3) example-based methods [12]–[33].
As a fundamental role in image SR family, interpolationbased algorithms can obtain zoom-in SR results very fast
due to its simplicity. The image interpolation process often
uses various types of kernels, such as fixed-function kernels [5] and adaptive-structured kernels [6], [7]. Despite
being simple and fast in some real-time image SR cases,
interpolation-based methods often over-smooth images, producing blurring artifacts and losing details. By assuming that
the observed LR input can be generated with several degradation processes (e.g., blurring, adding noise, and down-scaling),
reconstruction-based algorithms often introduce many types
of reconstruction constraints. Along with a data-fidelity term,
edge-directed priors [8]–[10] and similarity redundancy [11]
are usually incorporated to model a regularized objective function. Nonetheless, reconstruction-based methods depend too
much on the priors and often produce SR results with unnatural
edges and obvious ringing artifacts.
Besides, by utilizing machine learning techniques, examplebased image SR algorithms have achieved state-of-the-art
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SR results. This type of methods would use internal likeness of the LR input [26], [29], or train the mapping
relationships from LR to HR images with external LR and
HR image pairs, including neighbor embedding (NE) [12],
[13], [16], dictionary learning [14], [15], [19], [21], [31],
regression [17], [18], [20], [22]–[24], [27], [28], [32], and
deep learning [25], [33]. Chang et al. [12] presented the
NE algorithm to generate HR patches with the usage of
locally linear embedding (LLE) [34]. The LLE algorithm supposes that every image patch and its neighboring patches
would lie on or near a locally linear sample of the manifold, if there has enough number of image patches. With
the usage of nonnegative NE and a non-negativity constraint,
Bevilacqua et al. [16] presented another NE image SR method
by making a least squares approximation for LR inputs. Based
on dictionary learning, Yang et al. [14], [35] introduced sparse
coding for image SR. In the sparse coding-based method,
an assumption was made that LR and HR features share the
same sparse coefficients over their corresponding dictionaries.
Similar method was proposed by Zeyde et al. [15], who used
principal component analysis (PCA) to diminish the LR feature dimension and orthogonal matching pursuit [36] to obtain
sparse coefficients. Similar mapping principle was used for
high-quality image resizing [31]. In addition, more sophisticated dictionary learning strategies have been presented
recently. He et al. [19] applied a beta process prior to train
the LR and HR dictionaries. Based on sparse representation, Peleg and Elad [21] presented a statistical prediction
image SR model. Fast image SR methods based on regression
were also investigated. For each LR dictionary atom, anchored
to which Timofte et al. [18], [20] learned regressors within
an LR–HR dictionary pairs or the whole training features.
Yang and Yang [37] clustered the training data spaces into
numerous subspaces and learned simple functions for each
subspace. Following a similar approach, Zhang et al. [38]
proposed to learn manifold linear mapping in each LR–HR
feature cluster pair. Dai et al. [27] jointly learned the separation into cells and regressors. Some methods were proposed to
learn mappings between LR and HR patches with the usage
of random forests [28], [39] or matrix-value operators [32].
By extending neighbor grouping to several clusters and using
local geometry property, Zhang et al. [40] proposed cluster
and collaborative representation (CCR) for fast image SR. In
order to use reconstructed HR images from further image
enhancement, Zhang et al. [41] also proposed iterative collaborative representation (ICR) for high-quality image SR.
Similar technique was latterly included as one of seven ways to
improve SR in Timofte et al.’s [42] work. Very recently, deep
learning has shown its power in image SR by learning hierarchical representations of high-dimensional data. Under the
notion of internal example-based method [43], Cui et al. [26]
presented deep network cascade (DNC) to progressively upsample LR inputs layer by layer. Adopting external training
data, Dong et al. [25] first presented a model named superresolution convolutional neural network (SRCNN) to directly
learn mappings from LR to its HR counterpart in an endto-end way. Kim et al. [33] further increased the network
depth by using residual learning and adjustable gradient

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. PSNR (dB) and SSIM results of our CRC method using different
number of cascade layers for the “Starfish” image (s = 2). The image SR
result would be promoted by only one or two cascade layers. More details
about the number of cascade layers in our CRC method will be discussed in
Section IV-B. (a) PSNR (dB) outcomes using our CRC method. (b) SSIM
outcomes using our CRC method.

clipping. Kim et al. [44] also used deeply recursive convolutional network for image SR with recursive-supervision
and skip-connection. Although these types of algorithms have
obtained wonderful SR results, most of them neglect to utilize
the intermediate recovered results to enhance image quality
further.
More specifically speaking, most example-based algorithms
interpolated the LR image to a desired size and used it as a
start point of image SR, which can lose lots of details. By
keeping 99.9% of the average energy, we applied PCA algorithm to reduce dimension largely in the LR feature space,
whose dimension would be far less than that of HR feature.
While, if the same type of LR features were extracted from the
intermediate recovered or the real HR samples and the same
PCA was applied, the dimension would become larger than
that from the simply interpolated HR images. (More details
will be discussed in Section II.) This observation encourage
us to believe that the intermediate recovered results hold more
helpful clues than the simply interpolated start point for further
image SR and enhancement.
Motivated by the observation above and the fact that a
few researches of utilizing the reconstructed results for more
sophisticated image SR, in this paper, we present a simple
but effective method named collaborative representation cascade (CRC). Figs. 1 and 2 show a comparison on an example
quantitatively and visually. The main procedures of our CRC
are illustrated in Fig. 4. We take advantage of the intermediate
recovered results to progressively enhance image SR results.
Our method is different from recent leading example-based
approaches [12], [14]–[16], [18]–[21], [25]–[28]. We extract
LR features from the intermediate recovered result to reconstruct a more sophisticated output, which can be used as
input for the next cascade layer. In the learning stage, we
learn multilayer mapping matrices between LR and HR feature spaces layer by layer. Consequently, when compared with
the recent leading SR algorithms, our CRC obtains excellent
SR results, while maintaining computation efficiency.
All in all, our main contributions of this paper can be
summarized in three aspects.
1) We believe that the intermediate recovered SR result
holds more helpful information than that of the simply
interpolated image. To enhance image SR quality further,
we try to build multilayer mapping relationships between
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TABLE I
D IMENSION OF LR F EATURE
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II. M OTIVATIONS

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 2. Visual comparisons with different SR methods for the “Starfish”
image (s = 2). “CRC-r” means r cascade layers are used in our CRC method.
The proposed CRC outperforms the anchored neighborhood regression
(ANR) [18] in terms of PSNR (zoom in for better view). (a) Original/PSNR.
(b) Bicubic/30.28. (c) ANR [18]/32.31. (d) CRC-1/33.54. (e) CRC-3/33.68.
(f) CRC-5/33.72.

the intermediate images and their corresponding original
HR ones in each cascade layer.
2) We propose a CRC model for image SR. We extract LR
features from the intermediate recovered SR results and
train multilayer mapping models from these LR features
to original HR features.
3) We conduct extensive experiments and show that CRC
is a helpful and general image SR framework. With little
pre/post-processing, CRC could obtain high-quality SR
results fast-speed efficiently. This model can be used to
further promote the performance of most recent main
image SR methods.
A preceding conference version related to this paper was
published in [41]. We extend [41] in the following aspects.
First, in Section II, we provide the detailed motivations of our
CRC image SR model, in which the analysis of PCA behavior for the extracted LR features is added in this version.
Second, we conduct more experiments to show the effectiveness and robustness of our presented CRC framework.
Specifically, we utilize Set10 [45]–[47], Set5 [16], Set14 [15],
and SetSRF [28] to evaluate the performances when setting the
upscaling factors as 2–4. More recently published state-of-theart methods including DNC [26], JOR [27], and ARFL [28]
are also included for the comparison. Third, we investigate
the performance with respect to the number of iterations, as
the running time can also increase with more number of iterations. Moreover, we extend bicubic, A+ [20], JOR [27], and
our previous work [30] (here we refer it as ICR for simplicity)
as Bicubic+, A++, JOR+, and ICR+, respectively.
We organize the rest of this paper as follows. The motivation
of our method from the PCA in LR feature space is first shown
in Section II. The details of our proposed CRC for image SR is
presented in Section III. Abundant experiments and discussion
are shown in Section IV. Finally, this paper is concluded in
Section V.

In example-based SR methods, in order to save the running time and memory utilization, it is a common means
to diminish the LR feature dimension by using PCA.
For example, the majority of recent example-based SR
algorithms [15], [18], [20], [27], [28], [30] first utilize
Bibubic interpolation to interpolate LR image, whose resolution becomes the same as that of desired HR counterpart.
Then PCA dimension reduction is conducted in the extracted
LR features in the learning and reconstruction stages. This
will reduce the LR feature dimension largely, which significantly speeds up the SR process while no obvious performance
degradation can be observed. Actually, LR features can also
be extracted from HR images generated by other methods,
which may lead to varying performance. However, as far as
we know, there has few works in image SR to investigate the
effectiveness of PCA dimension reduction on the reconstructed
images. To better describe the influence of extracted LR features from different images, we perform an analysis of PCA
behavior over LR features extracted from reconstructed HR
images by different methods in this section.
We use 91 images in [14] as our real HR images, from
which we mimic LR images with the usage of bicubic
interpolation. These LR images are up-scaled by different
methods, bicubic interpolation, A+ [20], and the proposed
CRC, to generate the HR outputs. Low-level feature was
demonstrated to be effective in natural image processing [48],
we extract LR features similar to Zeyde’s methods in [15].
Then, on the basis of preserving 99.9% average energy, we
conduct PCA dimension reduction on LR features extracted
from these reconstructed and original HR images. We tabulate
the LR feature dimension before and after PCA by different
methods in Table I. We can learn that the original dimension
(no PCA in Table I) of the LR features are very high (e.g.,
144, 324, and 576 when scaling factor s = 2, 3, and 4, respectively). Taking s = 3 as an example (the patch size is 9 × 9),
after conducting PCA, the dimension of LR features on the
bicubic results drops to 30. While, if we extract the LR features from the real HR samples and conduct the same PCA to
reduce feature dimension, which will drop to be 154, far larger
than 30. In addition, we also find that the dimension of LR
features extracted from the results by A+ [20] is 91, which
can be further increased to 97 in the LR feature space from
the results by CRC-1. Similar phenomena could be observed,
when PCA procedure is conducted under s = 2 and 4. The
reconstructed HR results contain more detailed textures and
high frequency information, compared with HR images generated by bicubic interpolation. As a result, we may expect
better performance if we extract LR features from intermediate
recovered HR images with higher fidelity.
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III. P ROPOSED C OLLABORATIVE R EPRESENTATION
C ASCADE FOR S UPER -R ESOLUTION
We first present image SR by using collaborative representation with unified form of mutual coherence. We then
show how to learn multilayer mapping models in our CRC
model. Finally, we provide details on how to conduct image
SR via CRC.
In this paper, we denote yL/H , pL/H , and IL/H as an
LR/HR feature, patch, and image, respectively. Bold lowercase and uppercase letters mean vectors and matrices. Scalars
are presented by plain lowercase letters.
A. Collaborative Representation for Image SR

Fig. 3. Visual comparisons of original and different recovered SR results
and their corresponding feature maps (scaling factor s = 3). Column 1: the
original HR image and its feature maps. Column 2: HR image by bicubic
interpolation and feature maps. Column 3: HR image by A+ [20] and feature
maps. Column 4: HR image by CRC-1 and feature maps. (a) Original/PSNR.
(b) Bicubic/22.70. (c) A+/28.70. (c) A+/28.01. (d) CRC-11/28.44. (e) Feature
maps original. (f) Feature maps bicubic. (g) Feature maps A+. (h) Feature
maps CRC-1.

At the same time, we select an HR image from the 91
images above and obtain its corresponding LR image. As
presented in the first column of Fig. 3, LR feature maps are
extracted from the original HR image. Several feature maps
extracted from intermediate reconstructed images obtained by
bicubic interpolation, A+ [20], and CRC-1, are shown from
second to fourth columns of Fig. 3. From the original and
reconstructed HR images, we can learn that extracting LR
features from the reconstructed image is able to progressively improve the image SR results (e.g., PSNR value of
CRC-1 is higher than that of A+ [20]). This can also be
proved by the feature maps of intermediate recovered SR
results by different algorithms. Feature maps from bicubic
interpolated HR image appear to be crude and lose many
details. By comparison, the feature maps from HR image
by the recent leading SR method A+ [20] contain more
details and structural information. However, the HR image
by CRC-1 produce feature maps with more faithful details
(e.g., the gradient feature maps in the horizontal direction
in Fig. 3). These visual results are consistent with that
in Table I.
The above observations indicate that the reconstructed HR
images contain more useful information for image SR. And
their corresponding feature maps possess more faithful details
to recover more sophisticated HR features, which motivates
us to conduct image SR in an iterative way, which is detailed
in the following section.

For fast high-quality image SR, Timofte et al. [20] presented
A+ by utilizing collaborative representation [49]. This paper
was further improved in our previous work [30]. In the dictionary learning and neighbor grouping stages, we use mutual
coherence as unified form of distance metrics. Mutual coherence is used to measure the distance between dictionary
atoms and atoms/samples. On both training and reconstruction
phases, we follow the same settings in our previous work [30]
for each cascade layer in the CRC model. Detailed discussion
would be given in Sections III-B and III-C.
First, we give a brief review of collaborative representation [49] based SR. From LR training images, we extract
LR features, whose dimension are diminished with the usage
of PCA projection matrix P to form LR feature set Y Ls =
s
{yiL }N
i=1 . Then we utilize LR features to train LR dictionary
D = {dk }K
k=1 via
min YLs − DX2F + λ1
D,X

K
K


 T 
d dj 
i

i=1 j=1, j=i

s.t. ∀k, dk 2 = 1 and ∀n, xn 0 ≤ L
(1)
K K
T
where λ1 i=1 j=1,j=i |di dj | is the mutual coherence
between dictionary atoms to encourage large mutual incoherence of the learned dictionary, X is the coefficient matrix
for Y Ls , and λ1 ≥ 0 is a weight parameter making a tradeoff between mutual coherence and reconstruction error. We
solve (1) via MI-KSVD proposed by Bo et al. [50].
w
Then, a larger LR–HR training feature set {yiLw , yiHw }N
i=1
from the same training images is used for neighborhood sampling, similar as in A+ [20]. For every LR atom dk , we first
compute the mutual coherence between each training LR feature and dk . Then, we search its neighbors NL,k by selecting
max nearest LR features. We use the their HR counterparts
to form NH,k . For each LR–HR feature set {NL,k , NH,k }K
k=1 ,
we utilize collaborative representation [49] to compute mapping matrix. This l2 -norm regularized least squares regression
problem can be stated as

2
(2)
xi = arg minxi yiL − NL,k xi 2 + λ2 xi 22
where yiL ∈ Rn represents LR feature. NL,k denotes the LR
neighbors of LR atom dk . xi is the coefficient of yiL over NL,k .
λ2 > 0 is a constant. A closed-form solution is available for
the above problem as follows:
 T
−1 T i
NL,k + λ2 I NL,k
yL
(3)
xi = NL,k
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Learning and reconstruction phases of our CRC pipeline.

where the projection matrix Fk can be obtained in the training
stage by
 T
−1 T
Fk = NH,k NL,k
NL,k + λ2 I NL,k
, k = 1, . . . , K. (4)
We can solve image SR problem by calculating the nearest dictionary atom dk for each LR feature yiL , followed by converting
yiL to HR counterpart yiH by utilizing precomputed projection
matrix Fk , namely:
yiH = Fk yiL .

(5)

B. Multilayer Mapping Models Learning in CRC
As displayed in Fig. 4, we utilize original LR and HR training data to calculate PCA transform matrix P(0) , LR dictionary
(0)
atoms {dk }K
k=1 , and their corresponding projection matrices
(0) K
{Fk }k=1 mapping the LR feature yL to its corresponding HR
feature yH . Here, we utilize the same process as in our previous
work [30] for three considerations. First, we use gradient and
Laplacian features in the horizontal and vertical directions
as the LR features from the interpolated LR images. As we
know, the gradient-based features would become sensitive to
the area where gradients change apparently. However, most
previous leading SR methods can produce SR results suffering
from unpleasing artifacts along edges. Second, compared with
most recent SR algorithms, the SR results from our previous
work [30] usually restrain artifacts and have sharper edges.
Third, we could evaluate the effectiveness of CRC by utilizing different existing SR algorithms as the initial methods in
CRC. More details about different initializations in CRC are
shown in Section IV-E.
In our first iteration, we utilize the method in our previous
work [30] to super-resolve the original LR training images
i(0) NI
I
{IiL }N
i=1 to {IH }i=1 to have the same size of the original HR
i(r−1) R
I
counterparts {IiH }N
}r=1 (R
i=1 . For simplicity, we regard {IH
denotes the total number of cascade layer) as LR images.
i(0) I
Specifically, we extract LR features from {IH }N
i=1 , and

conduct PCA dimension reduction to obtain P(1) . Using transformed LR features, we train the LR dictionary D(1) via (1).
(1)
For every atom dk , we organize its corresponding LR/HR
i(0) i NI
, IH }i=1 . Then
neighborhoods from the training images {IH
we obtain the projection matrix F(1) via (4) and obtain the
mapping model M(1) = {P(1) , D(1) , F(1) }.
When training mapping model for the rth iteration, we
i(r−1) i NI
extract LR and HR feature pairs from {IH
, IH }i=1 to learn
(r)
the PCA transform matrix P(r) , LR dictionary atoms {dk }K
k=1 ,
(r) K
and projection matrices {Fk }k=1 using the similar training
pipeline as our previous work [30]. Different from A+ [20]
using the Euclidean distance between atoms and the training
samples for neighborhoods grouping, we use mutual coherence
i
ck,i between d(r)
k and yL via

 (r) T i 

(6)
yL 
ck,i =  dk
(r)

(r)

where dk denotes kth atom in the learned D(r) = {dk }K
k=1
and yiL is an LR feature. With the usage of mutual coherence
ck,i , we comply with distance metrics between LR features and
dictionary atoms in the reconstruction phase. We treat each
iteration as a layer, where we learn the mapping model M(r) .
Before we train M(r+1) , we use the learned model M(r) to
upscale the original LR training images based on our previous
method [30], and the outputs {Ii(r)
H } are then viewed as LR
i(r)
training images. We use {IH } and the original HR training
images {IiH } to learn the mapping model M(r+1) for the next
iteration. After conducting R iterations, we will obtain R + 1
mapping models. In a specific case, the CRC model can be
viewed as our previous method [30], when we set R as 0
(we name this case as ICR). The multilayer mapping model
learning phase of CRC is summarized in Algorithm 1.
C. Reconstruction Phase in CRC
After R iterations in the training stage, we obtain R+1 relationship projection models {M(r) }Rr=0 . Then image SR problem
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Algorithm 1 Multilayer Mapping Models Learning
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

I
{IiL , IiH }N
i=1 ,

Input: Training images
scaling factor s, number of iterations R, and dictionary size K.
Learn mapping model M(0) = {P(0) , D(0) , F(0) } from
I
{IiL , IiH }N
i=1 via our previous method [30].
i(0) NI
I
Upscale {IiL }N
i=1 to {IH }i=1 with scaling factor s by using
the mapping model M(0) .
for r = 1; r ≤ R; r = r + 1; do
i(r−1) i NI
Extract LR/HR features from {IH
, IH }i=1 .
Compute the PCA transform matrix P(r) from the LR
feature space.
(r)
Learn LR dictionary D(r) = {di }K
i=1 with mutual
incoherence via (1).
for k = 1; k ≤ K; k = k + 1; do
(r)
(r)
Sample the LR/HR neighborhoods NL,k and NH,k
from the LR/HR feature space;
(r)
Compute the projection matrix F(r) = {Fk }K
k=1
by (4).
end for
i(r−1) NI
i(r) I
Upscale {IL
}i=1 to {IH }N
i=1 with scaling factor s by
(r)
mapping model M = {P(r) , D(r) , F(r) }.
end for
Output: R+1 mapping models {M(r) }Rr=0 .

Algorithm 2 Image SR via CRC
1: Input: Scaling factor s, LR input IL , mapping models
{M(r) }Rr=0 .
(0)
2: Upscale IL to IH with s via our previous method [30];
3: for r = 1; r ≤ R; r = r + 1; do
(r)
4:
Initial the intermediate HR result IH = 0.
i(r−1) N
5:
Extract LR patches {pL
}i=1 and the corresponding dimension-reduced LR features {yLi(r−1) }N
i=1 from
(r−1)
IH .
6:
for i = 1; i ≤ N; i = i + 1; do
7:
Search index of the nearest LR dictionary atom of
i(r−1)
yL
by:
j=1,..,K

IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
A. Experimental Settings
1) Training Data: We use the 91 training images [35] as
the training data, which are also used in our compared methods [12], [14]–[16], [18]–[21], [25], [27], [28]. As indicated
in [42], data augmentation (e.g., rotation and flipping) would
further improve the performance of image SR methods. For a
fair comparison and better evaluate the effectiveness of CRC,
we do not use data augmentation.

i(r)

Obtain the corresponding HR feature yH by using

8:

(5);
9:

Recover the corresponding HR patch pi(r)
H by using
i(r)
i(r−1)
;
pi(r)
H = yH + pL

10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

can be solved progressively layer by layer (see image SR
stage in Fig. 4). In our CRC model, we use the output of
(0)
our previous method [30] as the initial input IH .
In the rth cascade layer of our CRC model, we extract LR
i(r−1) i(r−1)
feature and patch sets {yL
, pL
} from the intermediate
(r−1)
i(r−1)
, we search
recovered results IH . For each LR feature yL
with
the
highest
coherence
ck,i
its most related atom d(r)
k
i(r)
from D(r) , followed by reconstructing its HR counterpart yH
i(r)
via (5). By using (7), the HR patch pH is then obtained
i(r−1)
i(r)
to HR feature yH .
by adding interpolated LR patch pL
(r)
Then we obtain the final HR output IH by combining all the
recovered HR patches and averaging intensity values in the
overlapping areas.
After R iterations, the Rth SR result I(R)
H is recovered and
used as final HR image IH . Actually, the SR results in the
intermediate cascade layer of CRC can also be viewed as the
desired HR output, if more iterations cannot promote the SR
results significantly. More details about how cascade layer
numbers influence the performance would be presented in
Section IV-B. We summarize the reconstruction phase of CRC
in Algorithm 2.

(r) T i(r−1)
yL
|;

k = arg max |dj

(7)

(r)
Add pi(r)
H to the corresponding pixels in IH .
end for
(r)
Average IH in the overlapping region.
end for
(R)
Output: The final SR result IH = IH .

Fig. 5.
Ten test images in Set10 from left to right: Bike, Butterfly,
Cameraman, Fence, Hat, House, Leaves, Parrots, Plants, and Starfish.

2) Testing Data: In Fig. 5, we use Set10 chosen
from [45]–[47], Set5 [16], Set14 [15], and SetSRF [28] to
evaluate the performance of each SR method with upscaling
factors being 2, 3, and 4. We also demonstrate the efficiency
of our method via represented real-world LR images shown
in Figs. 13(a) and 14(a).
3) Compared Methods: We compare CRC model with
the recent published image SR methods. NE+LLE: neighbor embedding + locally linear embedding algorithm [12].
ScSR: SR method based on l1 -norm regularized sparse coding
in [14]. K-SVD: sparse coding-based SR method using l0 norm regularized optimization in [15]. NE+NNLS: neighbor
embedding + nonnegative least squares method [16]. ANR:
anchored neighborhood regression method [18]. BPJDL: a
beta process prior is applied to learn the over-complete
dictionaries in a Bayesian SR method [19]. A+: adjusted
anchored neighborhood regression method [20]. SPM: a statistical prediction model based on sparse representation for
SR [21]. SRCNN: SR using convolutional neural network [25].
DNC: a deep network cascade model to gradually upscale LR
images layer by layer [26]. JOR: jointly optimized regressors
for image SR [27]. ICR: a unified optimized SR framework
using the same form of mutual coherence in dictionary learning, anchored neighborhoods sampling, and reconstruction
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phases [30]. ARFL: an improved variant of RFL (a standard model using SR forests [28]) using a modified training
scheme for random forests presented in [51]. All implementations are from the publicly available codes provided by the
authors except for DNC, whose results are provided by its
authors. NE+LLE and NE+NNLS are improved versions as
implemented in [18].
4) Evaluation Metrics: Apart from the widely used
peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity (SSIM) [52] indices, we also use another four image
quality evaluation metrics, namely information fidelity criterion (IFC) [53], multiscale structure similarity index (MSSSIM) [54], visual information fidelity (VIF) [55], and feature
similarity (FSIM) [56]. The quantitative results are evaluated
on the luminance channel between the recovered and original
HR images.
5) Other Illustrations: We utilize bicubic interpolation to
down-sample the real HR images, from which LR images are
mimicked. Because human visual system is more sensitive
to the luminance information than its chrominance counterparts [57], [58], we convert RGB images to YCbCr color
space. We only considering performing image SR on the luminance channel (i.e., Y). We up-scale chromatic channels (i.e.,
Cb and Cr) with bicubic interpolation. Finally, we combine
the SR results on three channels and convert them back to
the RGB color space. Similar as A+ [20] and our previous
work [30], we set L = 3, K = 1024, max = 2048, λ1 = 0.09,
and λ2 = 0.1 throughout our experiments.
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TABLE II
AVERAGE P ERFORMANCE OF CRC ON S ET 10, S ET 5, S ET 14, AND
S ET SRF W ITH D IFFERENT N UMBER OF C ASCADE L AYERS R

B. Number of Cascade Layers in CRC
We upscale the LR input in an iterative way, and the more
number of cascade layers we use, the more running time and
memory utilization our CRC will consume. Therefore, in our
experiments, we first investigate the number of cascade layers
in CRC on Set10, Set5 [16], Set14 [15], and SetSRF [28]
to pursue an optimal cascade layer number making a good
tradeoff between the running time and reconstruction quality.
Table II displays the average performance and running time
of CRC with different number of cascade layers R. First, it
should be noted that we use our previous method [30] as
CRC-0, which has achieved excellent performance. It is hard
to obtain more gains from CRC-0. But our CRC-1 or CRC-2
would obtain notable gains from CRC-0 in most cases. As we
can see from Table II, when scaling factor s = 2, in most
testsets, quantitative results (e.g., SSIM) would continue to
increase. When R = 1, the quality of SR results are enhanced
largely. This tendency is coincident with the observation in
Figs. 1 and 2. This is mainly because that the scaling factor s
is not large, less artifacts can be produced in the reconstruction of intermediate HR images. However, when s is becoming
larger (e.g., 3 and 4), more cascade layers would not enhance
the reconstruction quality or even make the results worse qualitatively. Take results (s = 4) in Set14 as an example, only
when R = 1 would the quantitative gains be positive. As R
becomes larger, both PSNR and SSIM values would decrease.
The main reason lies in that the initial interpreted HR images
we use suffer from more blurring artifacts resulting the loss of

textural details. This type of artifacts would weaken the reconstruction ability of our CRC model, which depends heavily on
the LR features as shown in Fig. 3. In order to demonstrate
our explanation visually, we extract some textural parts from
the intermediate HR images as follows.
In Fig. 6, we use the representative image Lena full of textural information from Set14 to conduct the SR experiments
with scaling factor s = 4. As we can see from Fig. 6(b), most
textural details are missed in the SR process because of blurring effect of the interpolation-based SR method (Here we use
bicubic interpolation). As a result, mapping models in CRC
with larger depth would be harder to reconstruct more textural details, most of which in fact have been lost in the earlier
iteration stages. As a result, the texture parts in Fig. 6(e)–(h)
have been over-smoothed and fail to be recovered. The quantitative results (PNSR and SSIM) also begin to decrease as
R ≥ 2. So a larger R is not always good or suitable.
It should also be noticed that as R becomes larger, the
memory and running time consumption in both training and
reconstruction phases would also increase. A smaller value of
R is preferred, especially when the scaling factor s is larger
or there is plenty of textural information in the LR images.
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Fig. 6.
Visual quality and quantitative results (PSNR/SSIM) of our CRC for the Lena image using different number of cascade layers (s = 4).
(a) Original/PSNR/SSIM. (b) Bicubic/29.843/0.8140. (c) CRC-0/31.421/0.8457. (d) CRC-1/31.485/0.8475. (e) CRC-2/31.447/0.8473. (f) CRC-3/31.341/0.8465.
(g) CRC-4/31.235/0.8459. (h) CRC-5/31.199/0.8452.
TABLE III
AVERAGE Q UANTITATIVE R ESULTS OF PSNR (dB), SSIM, IFC, MSSIM, VIF, FSIM, AND RUNNING T IME ( S ) OF D IFFERENT M ETHODS ON S ET 10

As a consequence, we would only consider the cases (i.e.,
0 ≤ R ≤ 2) in the following experiments.
C. Performance
As presented in Table III, our CRC achieves the best average
performance in all the scaling factors in terms of all evaluation metrics on Set10. We also presented the quantitative
comparisons with other methods on other three public evaluation sets Set5, Set14, and SetSRF in Table IV in terms of

PSNR and SSIM. As Table IV shows, our CRC still achieves
the best average performance. For scaling factor s = 2, the
average PSNR gains obtained by CRC-2 are 0.20, 0.10, 0.12,
and 0.19 dB, higher than that of the second best method
ARFL [28] on the four datasets. For scaling factor s = 3, the
average PSNR gains obtained by CRC-2 are 0.19, 0.08, and
0.15 dB, higher than that of the second best method ICR [30],
on Set10, Set14, and SetSRF. The average PSNR gain obtained
by CRC-2 is 0.12 dB higher than that of the second best
method A+ [20] on SetSRF. For scaling factor s = 4, the
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TABLE IV
AVERAGE Q UANTITATIVE R ESULTS OF PSNR (dB) AND SSIM OF D IFFERENT M ETHODS ON S ET 5, S ET 14, AND S ET SRF

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Proposed CRC method achieves the best super-resolution quality, while maintaining competitive speed when compared with other leading methods.
These two charts are based on the results on Set10 summarized in Table III. Scaling factor (a) s = 2 and (b) s = 3.

average PSNR gains obtained by CRC-2 are 0.09, 0.02, 0.03,
and 0.02 dB, higher than that of the second best approach
ICR [30], on the four datasets.
When the scaling factor changes, the second best method
may also change. However, our CRC will always achieve
the best performance among all methods and scaling factors,
which helps to illustrate the robustness of CRC. While, the
average performance gains of CRC-2 over CRC-1 is not very
significant. Consequently, we choose R = 1 or R = 2 as an
optimal tradeoff balancing the computation complexity and
quality of SR results, which is coincident with the discussion
in Section IV-B.
Furthermore, we also show the running time comparisons of
several leading SR algorithms, as well as their reconstruction
performance on Set10 in Fig. 7. We record the running time
of each methods in a MATLAB 2012a environment using the
same machine (3.20 GHz Core i5-3470 with 16-GB RAM).
The results of all compared methods are achieved by using
the corresponding authors MATLAB + MEX implementation. Because all of the original HR testing images in Set10
keep the same size: 256 × 256, Fig. 7 shows the relationship
between performance and speed more clearly, regardless of

the influence of image resolution. When s = 2 [see Fig. 7(a)],
ARFL [28] outperforms A+ [20], and when s = 3 [see
Fig. 7(b)], the performance of ARFL [28] would be slightly
worse than that of A+ [20]. Similar situation can also be
observed between BPJDL [19] and SPM [21]. However, our
CRC would outperform most of other competing methods,
regardless of the scaling factor. It is clear that our CRC would
always be the best method with competitive running time,
achieving a good tradeoff between performance and speed.
D. Visual Quality
To visually illustrate the effectiveness of our CRC, in
Figs. 9–12, we compare our image SR results with these of
ANR [18], BPJDL [19], SPM [21], SRCNN [25], A+ [20],
and ARFL [28], as they are recently published leading algorithms and have very excellent performance.
As shown by these visual results, ANR [18] would generate some blurred edges in Fig. 10(b) and unpleasing artifacts
in Fig. 9(b). This is mainly because ANR uses only a small
number of dictionary atoms to compute the regressors for
each anchored atom. BPJDL [19] suppresses the blurring
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TABLE V
AVERAGE PSNR AND SSIM VALUES OF O UR CRC ON S ET 10 U SING F OUR D IFFERENT I NITIALIZATIONS (S CALING FACTOR s = 3)

Fig. 8. Visual quality and quantitative results (PSNR/SSIM) of our CRC method for the Leaves image by using different initial methods (s = 3). Images
in the first row are produced by the representative baselines and recent leading SR methods. The images in the second row are the results by incorporating
our CRC into the corresponding methods. (a) Bicubic/23.498/0.8046. (b) A+ [20]/26.455/0.9054. (c) JOR [27]/26.536/0.9055. (d) ICR [30]/26.511/0.9083.
(e) Bicubic+/26.511/0.9083. (f) A++/26.692/0.9117. (g) JOR+/26.685/0.9126. (h) ICR+/26.735/0.9129.

effects to a certain degree, however, it also produces blurred
edges in Fig. 10(c) and jaggy artifacts in Fig. 12(c). As
shown in Figs. 10(d) and 11(d), SPM [21] presents its strong
ability on deblurring along the main edges. While it generates over-sharped edges in Fig. 10(d) and also unable to
recover the detailed textures in Fig. 11(d). These results
indicate that dictionary learning-based method would often
introduce obvious artifacts along the main edges and the dictionary atoms lack abundant presentation ability. As shown
in Figs. 10(e) and 12(e), SRCNN [25] obtains relatively high
PSNR values, however, it generates results suffering from serious jaggy artifacts along the dominant edges. This helps to
explain why SRCNN [25] obtains relatively high PSNR values

while failing to show similar advantages in terms of other evaluation metrics (e.g., SSIM, IFC, MSSIM, VIF, and FSIM) as
presented in Tables III and IV. On the other hand, A+ [20]
and ARFL [28], as regression-based methods, can alleviate
the blurring effects and ringing artifacts along the edges significantly compared to former discussed methods. However,
they can also generate jaggy artifacts along the edges [see
Figs. 10(f) and (g) and 11(f) and (g)] and fail to recover more
detailed textures [see Fig. 9(f) and (g)]. We can observe that
CRC achieves sharper edges without obvious unpleasing artifacts [see Figs. 10(h) and 12(h)] and finer textures with more
details [see Fig. 9(h)], thus being more faithful to the original
HR counterparts.
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Fig. 9. Visual comparisons on “Plants” from Set10 by using different SR methods (s = 3). (a) Original/PSNR/SSIM. (b) ANR [18]/32.796/0.9052.
(c) BPJDL [19]/33.126/0.9099. (d) SPM [21]/33.139/0.9066. (e) SRCNN [25]/33.523/0.9111. (f) A+ [20]/33.760/0.9208. (g) ARFL [28]/33.634/0.9165.
(h) CRC-2/34.169/0.9274.

Fig. 10. Visual comparisons on “Butterfly” from Set5 by using different SR methods (s = 3). (a) Original/PSNR/SSIM. (b) ANR [18]/25.832/0.8690.
(c) BPJDL [19]/26.516/0.8875. (d) SPM [21]/26.784/0.8986. (e) SRCNN [25]/27.589/0.9012. (f) A+ [20]/27.354/0.9100. (g) ARFL [28]/27.389/0.9063.
(h) CRC-2/27.631/0.9177.

E. Different Initializations in CRC
In this paper, we choose the result of our previous work [30]
as the initialization in our CRC, different from our former
work [41], which uses A+ [20] for the initialization. Here,
we investigate how different initializations would affect the
performance of CRC. The bicubic interpolation is extended

as Bicubic+ by using only one iteration, namely one cascade
layer. We also extend several recent published image SR algorithms A+ [20], JOR [27], and ICR [30] as A++, JOR+, and
ICR+, respectively, by using one cascade layer.
In Table V, we evaluate the performance (e.g., PSNR and
SSIM) of our CRC on Set10 with four SR methods, bicubic,
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Fig. 11. Visual comparisons on “ppt3” from Set14 by using different SR methods (s = 3). (a) Original/PSNR/SSIM. (b) ANR [18]/25.276/0.9130.
(c) BPJDL [19]/25.548/0.9206. (d) SPM [21]/25.867/0.9257. (e) SRCNN [25]/26.318/0.9290. (f) A+ [20]/26.348/0.9397. (g) ARFL [28]/26.201/0.9350.
(h) CRC-2/26.714/0.9459.

Fig. 12. Visual comparisons on “Legs” from SetSRF by using different SR methods (s = 3). (a) Original/PSNR/SSIM. (b) ANR [18]/30.155/0.8855.
(c) BPJDL [19]/30.664/0.8910. (d) SPM [21]/31.172/0.8928. (e) SRCNN [25]/31.407/0.8954. (f) A+ [20]/31.628/0.9017. (g) ARFL [28]/31.630/0.8999.
(h) CRC-2/32.066/0.9054.

A+ [20], JOR [27], and ICR [30] as the initial methods,
respectively. When R = 0, we do not use CRC to enhance SR
results further. Then we conduct CRC only once (i.e., R = 1)
based on the initial results. As we can see from Table V,
with the usage of CRC, all the values of PSNR and SSIM
for each baseline methods are higher than those of their initial results. When comparing Table III with Table V under
scaling factor s = 3, we find that most of extended methods

(e.g., A++, JOR+, and ICR+) outperform recently published state-of-the-art methods (e.g., A+ [20] and ARFL [28]).
This demonstrates the effectiveness of our proposed CRC
framework.
In order to visually demonstrate the influence of CRC, we
give four pairs of experiments on Leaves image in Fig. 8.
We can see that the SR results by bicubic interpolation would
suffer from seriously blurring effects and lose many details
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Fig. 13. Visual image and running time(s) comparisons with different SR methods on the “Chip” image (scaling factor s = 3). (a) Original LR image.
(b) BPJDL [19]. (c) SRCNN [25]. (d) CRC-2.

Fig. 14. Visual image and running time(s) comparisons with different SR methods on the “Hatc” image (scaling factor s = 3). (a) Original LR image.
(b) BPJDL [19]. (c) SRCNN [25]. (d) CRC-2.

[see Fig. 8(a)], which can be alleviated by using CRC only
once [see Fig. 8(e)]. Even though A+ [20] obtains state-of-theart results, its results can also be further enhanced by CRC [see
Fig. 8(b) and (f)]. Similar conclusions can be obtained from
the results by JOR+ and ICR+. To sum up, no matter we use
simple interpolation-based method (e.g., bicubic interpolation)
or one of state-of-the-art methods (e.g., A+ [20]) as the initialization, our CRC would improve the quality of most SR
results in an iterative way.
F. Comparison on Real-World LR Images
In the above experiments, we conduct image SR using
simulated LR images, which is downsampled by bicubic
interpolation. That is not the same case as LR images in
our real world. To better demonstrate the effectiveness of
CRC model, similar as [38], we choose two typical real-world
images as LR inputs, namely the Clip [shown in Fig. 13(a)
with 244 × 200 pixels] and Hatc [shown in Fig. 14(a) with
133 × 174 pixels]. We choose the representative dictionary
learning-based method BPJDL [19] and deep learning-based
method SRCNN [25] for comparison. As the original HR
images are not available for those real-world LR images, we
mainly compare the visual results (s = 3) and report the running time used in the reconstruction phase by each method to
compare the efficiency of different image SR methods.
As we can see from Fig. 13, a comparison of the
magnified letters and edge shows that both BPJDL [19]

[see Fig. 13(b)] and SRCNN [25] [see Fig. 13(c)] produce results with obvious ringing artifacts. While CRC-2
would produce HR images with less artifacts and sharper
edges [see Fig. 13(d)]. Similar observations can also be
found in Fig. 14, where displeasing artifacts are produced
around the eye [see Fig. 14(b) and (c)] and along the face
[see Figs. 13(b) and 14(c)]. Nevertheless, our CRC-2 shows
promise to reduce those artifacts [see Fig. 14(d)]. This comparison shows the superior reconstruction ability of our proposed
method, because additional cascade layers help to reconstruct
more details using the intermediate HR images.
At the same time, the running time used by CRC-2 also
ranks the least compared to the other two recent published
SR methods. Specifically, CRC-2 is 197–300 times faster than
that of BPJDL [19] and about 3 times faster than that of
SRCNN [25]. It is mainly because we use collaborative representation for fast image SR. This running time comparison
along with the visual comparison above can further demonstrate the efficiency of our CRC model, which can produce
high-quality HR images with less obvious artifacts while using
less running time. This advantage would be very useful for the
practical cases.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a simple yet effective image
SR method called CRC. We observe that the intermediate
recovered results contain more helpful information than that
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of interpolated ones. The intermediate SR results allows us to
extract LR features from them and enhance SR results further.
In CRC model, multilayer mapping models are learned from
the each cascade layer, whose intermediate outputs are mapped
to their corresponding HR images. By using these multilayer
mapping models, one SR method is incorporated to upscale the
LR input as an initialization. LR features extracted from these
intermediate results can be used to recover HR images for the
next cascade layer. When compared with recent leading SR
algorithms, CRC presents compelling SR results quantitatively
and visually. We conjecture that additional performance gains
can be achieved by utilizing more effective feature extraction
strategy. Then, on the basis of better features, more cascade
layers would further improve SR performance. In the future
works, we firmly believe our CRC model could be applied
to other image restoration tasks such as compression artifact
removal, inpainting, deblocking, and denoising.
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